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September 15, 2019 - New Media Legal Publishing has added ten new programs to its growing library of
continuing legal education (CLE) programs on its own CLE service, NewMediaNow!
(www.newmedianow.us). The new programs are also available on West LegalEdcenter
(westlegaledcenter.com). These programs, as well as other programs in New Media Legal Publishing’s
catalog of more than 100 CLE programs, are now available for viewing on demand through
NewMediaNow! and West LegalEdcenter. The new program descriptions are included below.
Stand Up CLE: I Shouldn't Have to Tell You That
We all know that CLE programs are boring and a chore to watch. But we’re breaking the rules – a CLE
program that’s intentionally funny and (gasp) entertaining, yet somehow still informative. In the latest
installment of this popular series, Mark Wooster uses fictional lawyers from TV and film to explore the
unique legal ethics issues that can arise from the use of jury consultants and the death of your client.
Reserve your seat today and we’ll waive the two-drink minimum! In the latest installment of this
popular series, Mark Wooster tells the true tales of lawyer misconduct that are so obviously unethical
that one continues to be astonished they occurred even after hearing about them.
Stand Up CLE: "Word to Your Ethics” Unethical Conduct by Lawyers in Classic 90's TV Series
In this installment of this popular series, we’re looking at questionable ethical behavior by lawyers in
1990s TV shows, including a lot of sexist and racist behavior by lawyers that just got shrugged off or
even accepted by fellow lawyers.
Stand Up CLE: Greatest Hits (Volume Two)
In this second compilation program, Mark Wooster revisits some of his favorite segments from our
popular series where legal ethics collides head on with stand up comedy and bursts into flames of
laughter.
Issues in the Blending of Mediation and Arbitration – Public and Private
Delivering the 12th Annual Robert I. Weil Memorial Lecture, Professor Carrie Menkel-Meadow discusses
the many issues that arise when dispute resolution professionals blend mediation principles and
processes into arbitration or vice versa. While blended processes can have advantages over “pure”
mediation or arbitration in certain cases, everyone involved need to ensure that “hybrid” processes give

the parties adjudication of issues where needed, preserve their ongoing relationship where desired, and
not cause the mediator, arbitrator or the lawyers representing the parties to violate the conflict of
interest or other legal ethics rules that apply to the dispute resolution process.
Stand Up CLE: Greatest Hits (Volume One)
In this compilation program, Mark Wooster revisits some of his favorite segments from our popular
series where legal ethics collides head on with stand up comedy and bursts into flames of laughter.
Stand Up CLE: Ethics for Thee but not the Supremes
In the latest installment of this popular series, Mark Wooster pokes fun at some fictional lawyers –
including prosecutors, defense lawyers and even Supreme Court Justices! – who flagrantly violate the
legal ethics rules in popular TV series.
The Curious Lawyer: Sex Law
Why is an actor who is paid to have sex on camera in a pornographic film not guilty of prostitution? In
the latest installment of this popular series, Peter Afrasiabi answers this and many other interesting
questions while reviewing the laws that govern sex, human sexual conduct, and the viewing of sexual
conduct, including issues of constitutional, copyright, criminal, family and trademark law.
About New Media Legal Publishing
New Media Legal Publishing, Inc. is a legal publishing company based in Los Angeles, California, that
develops, produces, markets and distributes innovative legal education content for law firms and
companies. For more information about “Deposition Testimony: 5 Simple Rules,” please visit
www.depositiontestimony.com. For more information about New Media Legal Publishing and its other
products, please visit www.newmedialegal.com.
About NewMediaNow!
NewMediaNow! is New Media Legal Publishing’s on-line continuing legal education (“CLE”) website
featuring its full catalog of premium CLE courses, including all courses in its popular “Stand-Up CLE,”
“Negotiation Ethics for Lawyers” and “Hack My MBA for Lawyers” series. The website is easy to use and
accessible on multiple platforms, including video-enabled mobile devices – enabling lawyers to complete
CLE courses at work, home, or on the go. By accessing NewMediaNow!, lawyers for the first time can
view all of New Media Legal Publishing’s approximately 85 CLE programs either by purchasing access a la
carte or by subscribing to the service. Courses purchased a la carte start at just $99 per course and
annual “all-you-can-eat” subscriptions are available for $299 per year. The courses on NewMediaNow!
satisfy not only general CLE credit requirements but also the hard-to-get specialty credit areas of
elimination of bias, legal ethics and the detection and prevention of substance abuse. Most courses
qualify for CLE credit in Arizona, California, Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and
the United Kingdom. To access NewMediaNow!, visit www.newmedianow.us
About West LegalEdcenter
West LegalEdcenter is the nation's leading online CLE service from West, part of Thomson Reuters. It
offers up-to-the-minute programs in partnership with the nation's most respected CLE and
professional education providers. The West LegalEdcenter library contains more than 17,000 hours of

continuing legal education, spanning all learning levels and covering every practice area. Its
programming keeps pace with rapid changes in the law and with easy, online access, you can view
programming on the Web wherever you are - from home, from the office or while traveling. For
more information about West LegalEdcenter, visit www.westlegaledcenter.com.

